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a special undercover investigation by

Animal Equality works to raise public awareness on the suffering and death of non-human
animals in our society and calls for the abolition of animal use. 

Animals are sentient beings and able to feel emotions and sensations such as pain, pleasure,
fear or stress and, like us, they are individuals with their own needs, desires and an interest in
living. Most people believe that animals should not be harmed unnecessarily, but the
consumption of animal products forces animals into a life of misery and an untimely death.

By choosing a varied vegan diet, we won’t be taking part in their exploitation, and this way we
can each prevent thousands of animals from being harmed and killed on our behalf.
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Figure 1: Female pig who had just
given birth, inside a farrowing crate
at the maternity area

Opposite page

Animal Equality has carried out a unique, intensive two-

month undercover investigation into a so-called ‘Quality

Assured’ (Red Tractor)[1] farm in Norfolk - Harling Farm,

belonging to A. J. Edwards & Son. 

Harling Farm is a medium size farm, with over 3,000 pigs

and 370 breeding pigs. The pigs are raised outdoors, and

fattened indoors. Over 160 pigs are sent to the slaughterhouse

each week, including the pigs who are no longer able to

give birth. 

The investigation spanned from July to September 2011,

with the Animal Equality investigator working on site for a

total of 72 days. Over 200 hours of footage and recorded

conversations, aswell as 335 photos, provide a truly

shocking insight into the British pig industry, and demonstrate

that regardless of whether a farm is labeled as ‘Quality

Assured’, there exists pain, suffering and exploitation on

a huge scale.
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Figure 2: New born piglet, who died after being crushed by her mother
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This unique, intensive undercover investigation reveals the

life of pigs who are reared for their flesh in Britain.

Animal Equality reveals appalling scenes of suffering,

pain and physical and psychological violence at the unit,

which demonstrate the reality of the British pig industry.

The Animal Equality investigator documented the misery of

pigs at Harling Farm, specifically:

- Piglets who had recently been separated from their

mothers being thrown several feet through the air by

their legs and ears, and kicked hard across the floor. This

would likely cause extreme stress and injury to the animals.

Deprivation from their mothers also causes trauma and

leaves the piglets vulnerable to disease.

- Pigs who were reluctant to move being slapped,

kicked and beaten into submission with the use of pig

boards, iron bars and gate rods; and workers scraping a

knife across the backs of pigs to force them to move.
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- Frantically squealing piglets had limbs that were

being crushed by their mothers. Animals were bar-biting

– a behaviour commonly indicative of frustration, anguish,

and/or panic at not being able to control a situation.

- The routine clipping of teeth on piglets between 24

and 48 hours after their birth. Tooth clipping causes pain

and leaves the piglets open to potential infection.

Figure 4: Worker clips teeth as a routine
procedure

Figure 3: Piglets’ limb with an open
infected sore
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Figure 5 - 6: Worker roughly kicks and drags pigs to goad them to move into the pens

- Sustained beatings that resulted in pigs with facial

and other bodily abrasions. Angry swearing accompanied

these beatings. One of the pigs was beaten black and blue,

and had a bloody snout as a result of being thrashed with

a plastic pipe.
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Figure 7: Piglet left to die inside a feed barrel

- Piglets were left dead or dying within pens, and

in feed. 

- Sick, injured and depilated pigs were left to languish
with no veterinary attention. Rectal and vaginal prolapses
that were left to rot and drop off so that the animals could

be sent to the slaughterhouse. Pigs who had difficulty

walking with shoulder sores and injured or infected
joints and hind end paralysis.

Figure 8: Female pig with a rectal prolapse
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- Lacerations that were large and deep enough to

require suturing being lanced by workers so that pus came

out. The wounds were subsequently left untreated. Pigs

suffered tumours - some with ulceration. One       apparently

malnourished pig had a large abdominal hernia. 

- Dead bodies that were dumped in an illegal shallow

and uncovered pit to save the farm money.

Figure 9: Pig with a large abdominal hernia
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- The killing of animals, for example by blunt force

trauma - swinging pigs so hard that their heads slammed

against concrete floors, and the battering of animals

with gate rods. Following this, workers were observed

walking away as bleeding pigs struggled violently on

the floor. Some were thrown into a ‘dead-bin’ whilst still

alive. The bodies of live pigs in the bin convulsed on top

of the dead.

- Lactating pigs being forced to endure the intensive

confinement of metal farrowing crates scarcely larger

than their bodies for weeks on end whilst crushed, emaciated

and ill piglets lay dead or dying in the crates. Pigs unable

even to stand were artificially inseminated.

Figure 10: Deep infected cut on the
side of a pigs back

Figure 11: Dead bodies left to rote
inside a uncovered pit surronded
by straw

Opposite page

Figure 12: Worker killing a sick pig with a handle bar by smashing his skull
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Figure 13: New born piglet inside
the maternity area

Opposite page

Animal Equality has carried out a thorough investigation

to expose a typical British pig farm to show that regardless

of whether animal farming is labeled as ‘Quality Assured’,

there exists pain, suffering and exploitation on a huge

scale. We do not need to contribute to the institutionalised

deprivation, humiliation, imprisonment and suffering that

occurs each day to billions of sentient beings. Without the

public demand for animal products we would avoid a great

amount of misery and exploitation.

Animal Equality urges consumers to stop funding animal

exploitation by adopting a vegan[3] lifestyle.

Be part of the solution, by making a difference.

Choose  Veganism.

Animal Equality's recent investigation of the UK pig industry
exposes some of the abuse and neglect inflicted on the animals
imprisoned on farms and is convincing evidence that these squalid
institutions should be closed forever and remembered only as
relics of barbarism.”

(Professor John Sorenson)[2]
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[1] Red Tractor Assurance (the body behind the Red Tractor logo), claims on their

website:

We follow up high animal welfare standards.  Veterinary and food industry

experts are constantly refining these standards to promote the health and welfare of

animals in farming.

Over 78,000 farmers and 500 plus food packers and manufacturers working to Red

Tractor standards are independently checked, verified and inspected.

[2] Professor John Sorenson. Chair, Department of Sociology, Brock University, Canada

[3] Veganism is a lifestyle based on respect for animals. Animals are individual

sentient beings like us. Being sentient means they can feel and experience emotions

and sensations such as pain, pleasure, fear, joy, boredom or stress, and what happens
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to them matters to them. Living a vegan lifestyle means valuing other animals' lives

and as a result, rejecting their use for food, clothing, entertainment and experimentation.

This means that millions of sensitive, aware individuals will be spared from suffering

or dying in places such as farms, slaughterhouses, laboratories, zoos, aquariums,

circuses, fur farms and hunts.

Websites

Choose Veganism website [online] 
http://www.chooseveganism.org

Red Tractor website [online]
http://www.redtractor.org.uk
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